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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to develop a self-evaluation 

instrument which students in tertiary institutions can use to 

evaluate basic clothing construction skills and also to ascertain 

any problem(s) which students encounter with the use of the 

manual. A null hypothesis that there would be no significant 

difference in the mean ratings of the clothing skills by the 

subjects and the teacher/researcher at 0.05 level of significance 

was postulated. The population comprised students in the Home 

Economics area in tertiary institutions in Enugu State. 

Purposive sampling technique was utilized in selecting the 

300-level students offering clothing construction courses. A 

sixty-eight item basic clothing construction techniques (BCLOTS) 

self-evaluation rating scale was the instrument used for the 

study. The instrument was validated by clothing lecturers and 

pilot tested on ten students. The instrument was further 

administered to the 300-level clothing students for\ self

evaluation of their clothing skills. !1eans, standard deviation, 

t-test and percentages were employed in the analysis of data. 

The findings include the following: self-evaluation instrument 

which students offering clothing construction courses in tertiary 

institutions can use to evaluate their clothing skills; students• 

self-evaluation of their clothing skills compared well with 
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those of the researcher/teacher, showing the objectivity of 

the subjects in their evaluation. Also there was no significant 

difference in the mean ratings of the subjects/students and 

those of the teacher/researcher at 0.05 level of significance. 

Most students also indicated interest in the developed self

evaluation device and recommended that it be made available 

for normal class/laboratory work. Based on the findings, it 

was concluded that students can effectively and objectively 

use the self-evaluation instrument to improve their clothing 

skills. 
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Background of the study 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Clothing and Textiles is an aspect of Home Economics and 

a skill oriented subject. It can equip individuals with saleable 

skills thereby preparing them for enormous employment 

opportunities in many clothing related occupations including 

pattern designing, clothing construction, costume designing, 

fashion editor, consumer educator among others. rt thus 

possesses the capacity of helping in the reduction of the 

unemployment problem of graduates in the country. As a skill

oriented programme, clothing and textiles requires effective 

teaching procedures that will promote self-instruction and self

evaluation. 

Various attempts have been made at developing effective 

teaching strategies for clothing construction (Reich, 1971; 

Taylor, 1980; Onugwue, 1986; Igbo, 1989). These efforts were 

mostly directed at developing self-instructional materials 

which would help learners acquire the necessary skills in 

clothing construction. These materials possess such advantages 

as provision of immediate feedback for the learners, permitting 

learners to work individually, allowing the student to work at 

his own speed and accommodating individual differences. 

1 
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However, if these materials are to achieve their potential to 

the maximum, they should incorporate means by which students can 

evaluate themselves. 

Evaluation is an important component of the teaching and 

learning process. Teaching and learning are greatly influenced 

by the type of evaluation that takes place in the classroom, 

so evaluation should be an integral part of the teaching-learning 

process (Fleck, 1974). 

Again, the nature of clothing skills require that students 

continuously assess their working methods to ensure efficiency. 

Evaluation in any skill development programme such as clothing 

construction requires more than giving a paper and pencil type 

of test (Centre for vocational Education LJiodule D-!:_7, 1977). 

Such evaluation should involve the learner and enable him 

correct methods of working at each stage of the learning and 

reinforce correct learning procedures. Anyakoha and Njoku (1992) 

noted that development of clothing skills in learners requires 

effective teaching of the subject and teaching for skill, 

development requires effective evaluation. Blackenship and 

Moerchen (1979) rightly pointed out that the ability to work 

with less supervision is an important criterion in the attainment 

of advanced level clothing skills. This minimal supervision 

necessitates that the learner should be able to evaluate himself, 
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detect her faults, correct them and continue with her work. 

This requires self-evaluation. 

The primary objective of evaluation is to facilitate 

growth and development among learners and the single most 

important outcome of evaluation is what happens within the 

learner himself (Fleck, 1974). Spitze and Griggs (1976) noted 

that evaluation becomes highly significant when a student is 

given the opportunity to evaluate him/herself. Schwartz (1967) 

also noted that self-evaluation can give students a sense of 

strength and encourage them to use all available resources 

and opportunities to achieve a greater insight. Igbo (1989), 

recommended that in future, clothing students should be 

involved in their evaluation for better results. Broadfoot 

(1979) emphasized that an opportunity to discuss one's own 

performance helps a student to see.himself realistically, to 

locate areas of misunderstanding, to correct methods of working 

and reinforce correct learning procedures. 

statement of the Problem 

In spite of the capacity of clothing and textiles 

education to prepare students for employment in numerous 

clothing related occupations for self-reliance, studies have 

revealed that it is the most neglected aspect of Home 

Economics at va~ious levels of education in Nigeria 
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(Anyakoha, 1986; Igbo, 1989). Teachers and students alike do 

not want to offer it. This poor enrolment is shown vividly in 

the table below. 

Table 1 

Showin Enrolment in the Different Areas of Home Economics 
in WASC GCE 

--· 
HOME MANAGEMENT ----·- ~ooo AND NUTRITION CLOTHING & TEXTILES 

Year Anambra Imo Anambra Imo Anambra Imo 
Schls stds Schs stds schls Stds Schs stds schs stds Schs stds ------ ,__ 

1981 5 198 11 750 9 201 13 I 361 2 - - 10 
1982 8 361 14 845 12 256 15 476 16 - - 2 
1983 12 602 20 1161 18 383 18 521 - - - -
1984 11 471 22 1485 19 395 18 474 - - 1 1 
1985 23 1019 22 1466 25 913 21 672 - - 1 1 
1986 24 1136 23 1496 30 1015 23 1019 6 - - 2 
1987 6 26 44 1418 9 59 25 1514 - - 2 21 
1988 30 1897 - - 43 2062 10 26 - - - -

source: Anyakoha (1986) and WAEC Offices in Enugu and Owerri. 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of the study included the following: 

1. To determine the clothing construction techniques and details 

that should be used as criteria for evaluating clothing skills. 

2. To develop an instrument (self-evaluation manual) which 
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students in tertiary institutions can use to evaluate basic 

clothing construction skills. 

3. To field-test the self-evaluation instrument. 

4. To compare student's self-evaluation mean ratings with 

teacher's own evaluation mean ratings of the same basic 

clothing construction skills and thus determine how 

objective students could rate themselves. 

5. To determine the problem(s) which students encounter with 

the use of the self-evaluation manual. 

Significance of the study 

The self-evaluation instrument will assist students in 

clothing construction to assess their performance as they progress 

thus enhancing correct working methods. 

Involving students in their own evaluation enhances their 

active involvement in the learning process. This is very 

important for skill development and will help the students tc 

develop a sense of self-worth, independence and most importantly 

trains students to recognise acceptable standards of workmanship. 

With practice, students will acquire the attitude and 

skills to assess and score themselves objectively and appreciate 

their teachers' assessment. 

Tho study will help learners with limited background in 

clothing and textiles to achieve progress at their own pace 
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using the self-evaluation manual. 

The instrument (self-evaluation manual) will assist 

individuals in acquiring observational skills for use not only 

in evaluating individually constructed garments but also ready

to-wear garments. 

The study will also enhance skill acquisition thus 

reducing unemployment problem of graduates and enhance the 

manpower development of the country. 

Assumptions of the study 

1. The study assumed that the use of the self-evaluation 

manual would improve learners acquisition of skills and 

performance in clothing construction. 

2. The study also assumed that the teacher's/researcher's 

evaluation of the clothing skills would be unbiased and 

very objective. 

Delimitation (scope) of the study 

1. The study covered only those tertiary institutions in 

Enugu State that offer clothing construction course and 

in particular, the University of Nigeria, Nsukka and 

Federal College of Education, Eha-Amufu. 

2. The study was limited to the assessment of only eight 

selected basic clothing construction processes/techniques 
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and oyer-all fitting qualities embodied in two projects -

a skirt and a blouse. The selected processes include: 

(a) Seams and seam finishes 

(b) Controlling fullness (darts, pleats, gathers, tucks) 

(c) Attachment of underlying materials (linings and inter-

facings) 

(cl) Collars and Neckline finishes 

(e) Attachment of sleeves 

( f) Waistline finishes 

(g) Attachment of fastenings (buttons and button holes, 

zippers) 

(h) Hems. 

Hypothesis 

The following hypothesis was tested in the study: 

Ho: There will be no significant difference between the 

subjects• mean self-evaluation ratings and the teacher's 

mean evaluation ratings of the clothing skills at 0.05 

level of significance. CODESRIA
- LIB
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with the review of related literature. 

The literature was reviewed and organised according to the 

following headings: 

1. Meaning, Importance and Characteristics of Evaluation 

2. Teaching, learning and evaluation in skill subjects. 

3. Self-Evaluation and skill development 

4. studies related to the improvement of the teaching of clothing 

5. Evaluation of clothing construction skills/techniques 

Meaning, Importance and Characteristics of Evaluation 

Evaluation has been variously defined by many authors. 

Bloom (19'?1) defined evaluation as the systematic collection 

of evidence to determine whether certain changes are taking 

place in the learners as well as to determine the amount or 

degree of change in individual students. Wheeler (1967) noted 

that evaluation is not only the process of determining what 

the actual educational outcomes are and comparing them with 

the expected outcomes, but also involves judgements about the 

nature and desirability of any demonstrated changes. Furthermore, 

the American vocational Association (1971) observed that 

evaluation is a systematic procedure whereby the quality of the 

teaching-learning process and the achievement of stated 

8 
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objectives are ascertained. They noted that evaluation should 

be an ongoing process that provides input and feedback to guide 

change and offer directions for the program and it•s modification. 

This is similar to the aim of self-evaluation. Gronlund (1971) 

viewed evaluation from an instructional standpoint as a 

systematic process of determining the extent to which inst.ructional 

objectives are achieved by pupils. 

The above definitions point to the fact that evaluation 

implies a systematic process which omits casual uncontrolled 

observation of students and stresses the effectiveness of the 

programme in effecting desired behaviour changes in the learner. 

Evaluation should be an integral and continuous process and 

should point out strengths and weaknesses or shortcomings in 

any educational process. 

Blackenship and Moerchen (1979) however, pointed out that 

though the terms Measurement and Evaluation are frequently used 

synonymously, they nevertheless have different meanings. They 

noted that Evaluation is a broader term than Measurement and 

while Measurement includes only quantitative data, evaluation 

includes both quantitative and qualitative data. 

Evaluation is inevitable and indispensable in any teaching

learning situation at all levels, The fundamental objective of 

evaluation is to effect improvement. Evaluation helps to 
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determine whether specified objectives have been accomplished. 

rt also helps to determine a program• s adaptability to students 

of various backgrounds and various environmental conditions 

(Fleck, 1974) • 

On a broader level, evaluation of any programme is important 

for the following reasons as discussed by Wentling and Lawson 

(1976) and Olaitan and Agusiobo (1981): 

1. To aid planning - Evaluative information provides measures 

of resources, limitations and possibilities and is essential 

in establishing and assessing objectives. It can be of use 

in developing plans. 

2. To aid in decision-making - Decisions are based on a certain 

amount of information, Evaluation information not only aids 

making decisions but will also justify those decisions to 

otherso 

3. To upgrade programme personnel - Evaluation can be of benefit 

to instructional personnel. The evaluation system of a 

programme is capa~le of identifying deficiencies and strengths 

in personnel performance, thus helping personnel to improve 

their teaching. Not only will evaluation upgrade evaluated 

staff, but staff members who are involved in the evaluation 

and its procedures will gain a measure of evaluative 

expertis~ which should help them plan and evaluate their own 
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activities. 

4. To improve programme for students - Evaluation of programmes 

will nearly always contribute to better teachingo Obviously, 

if evaluation offers both value judgements regarding what 

is happening within the programme and suggestions for 

improvement, then ultimately this will have an effect on 

the studentso rt is said that the improvement of programmes 

is the most important goal that evaluation can achieve. 

5, To ensure accountability of expenditure - The society's 

desire for evidence to indicate whether the outcomes of a 

programme are worth the investment in it should be fully 

realized by evaluation. A programmes' result should be 

measured by placement of students on jobs; achievement scores; 

more effective management in relation to incur.red costs and 

established objectives, 

At the classroom level however, storey (1970) identified 

the following functions and pu:cp')ses of evaluation; increase 

motivation, enhance retention, highlight important aspects, help 

teachers refine goaJs, fulfill a review function, provide feedback 

to students, provide feed'Jack to the teacher and provide the 

most valid measure of classroom learning. 

There are certain characteristics which evaluation must 

possess to enhance its effectiveness. some of these ~haracteristics 
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as discussed by authors (Hall & Paolucci, 1970; Fleck, 1974; 

Olaitan and Agusiobo, 1981; Blackenship & Moerchen, 1979) 

include: 

1. Evaluation is a continuous process: Appraisal is not a 

periodic phenomenon with spasmodic exposure to tests and 

other evaluative measures. Evaluation is concerned with 

the whole range of students learning, it is not limited 

to student's personalities, attitudes and interests. The 

teacher must continually collect evidence of her students 

growth in democratic living as a basis for effectively 

directing their efforts. 

2. Evaluation is concerned with me~ns and ends: rt is not 

sufficient to appraise end results done, the teacher must 

be equally concerned with the processes by which those results 

evolveo 

3. Evaluation emphasize the importance of the individual -

The teacher must have equal concern for every student in 

the classroom regardless of their backgrounds or abilities. 

He/she must make every effort to keep well informed about 

students in order to help them become increasingly self

directive. 

4. Evaluation is an integral part of the teaching-learning 

process - Teaching and learning are greatly influenced by 
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the kind of evaluation that takes place in the classroomo 

Evaluation should be carried on concurrently with teaching 

and is both individual centred and group-centredo 

5o Evaluation is a co-operative procedure - Evaluation is not 

a function reserved for experts, it is the concern of all 

individuals who are associated with an educational activity 

or who are affected by its results. 

60 Evaluation involves reconstruction - There is little 

necessity for having evaluation as an important part of 

educatio::i unless something positive resultso Improvements 

should be made following an appraisal efforto 

Teaching, Learning and Evaluation is Skill Subjects 

Skill subjects including vocational subjects demand effective 

imp1eri.1cnta:i::ion etr.phasizir.:.g skill deYelopment" This must be 

reflected in planr;inr:; and evaluaision of programmes. Fleck ( '')74) 

noted tho.t ski}l orie11ted subjects require instructional methods 

thB."C will geno2-rat.i=J r.tor& e-:f'fici.:nt and effective learning oy 

b1~ee.ki11g dcwn in:formatio!"'!. ~ :rto n lcgical st~p-by-step progression 

aud p1·ovi-::i.ing imr,jediote knowledge of results., 

.Skills belnl1g t.o thG psychomotor domain of learning and 

relates to prcd·uc:t s and procE.·sse.s, thGy 1.aust not only result i!'l 

produc·cs of acceptalile qctali ty but must also be dona in a carefully 

pcescrib•,d way (Cen.tr" for Vocati.onal Edu.c:a,;ion ['Modulo D··!!?, 19'17;" 
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However, Nworgu (1992) pointed out that most teachers are 

more familiar with the evaluation of cognitive behaviours than 

with the affective and psychomotor behaviourso Thus, frequently, 

teachers evaluate only the products neglecting the processeso 

This strategy may permit learners to learn work methods that 

inhibit continued skill developmento Hence, the necessity to 

device an evaluation method that will evaluate psychomotor 

skills and enhance their acquisitiono 

Evaluation in the, skills development programmes requires 

more than giving a paper and pencil type of test (Centre for 

Vocational Education LModule D-!:!:.7, 1977)0 It needs a more 

effective type of evaluation that can correct methods of 

working at each stage and reinforce correct learning procedure 

as well as involve the learners in the evaluation process 

(Anyakoha & Njoku, 1992)0 This ~alls for the learners self

evaluation of le,arning processes for skill acquisitiono 

Self-Evaluation and Skill Development 

Th" nature of skill s>.1 bjects (involving processes and 

products) calls for step-,by-step assessme,nt at each stage to 

ensure correct working methods and reinforce correct procedures 

for skill development (Blackenship ~ Moerchen, 1979)0 Evaluation 

in any skill subject should be able to provide the learner with 

::.mmediate feedback which can enable him determine his progress 
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and need for improvement (Anyakoha & Njoku, 1992)0 Self

evaluation provides this type of immediate feedback o Evaluation 

of skills at the process level cannot be over-emphasized 

for proper skill acquisition" Anyakoha and Njoku (1992) noted 

that the teacher may not always be readily available to 

evaluate students at various stages thus making it very important 

for students in clothing education (like any other skill subject) 

to be able to judge what they are doing, correct mistakes and 

continue with their work, but that is only if they know what 

to look out faro This can be achieved through a self-evaluation 

manualo 

Spitze and Griggs (1976) observed that evaluation becomes 

highly significant when a student is given an opportunity to 

evaluate hi,nselL They further stressed that involving students 

in their own evaluation through the use of appropriate evaluation 

instruments involves them actively in the learning process which 

is very important for skill development, helps them develop a 

sense of self-worth and independence and most importantly trains 

students to recogni.se accepta.ble standards of workmanshipo 

~,leek ( 1974) pointed out that the single most important 

outcome of evalQation is what happens within the learner himself. 

Hall and Paolucci (1970) in the same vein stressed the need to 

permit stQdents to share in evaluating their progress. They 
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argued that students who are given the opportunity to use 

self-checking devices may gain interest in improving and begin 

to grow in the ability to direct their own learning. The feed

back an individual receives from evaluation determines what his 

next steps will be. If he experiences success, he is likely 

to move forward with the next task while failure may affect not 

only that individual's adjustment but also the functioning of 

the rest of the class and the teacher. Hall and Paollucci (1970) 

furthermore pointed out that the difficulty that may be 

encountered in using self-evaluation techniques is that students 

may have little insight into their own behaviour and thus tend 

to rate themselves too high on desirable qualities and too low 

on undesirable qualities. Personal traits are closely related to 

a student's self-rating. While some students consistently over~ 

rate themselves, others lack confidence to rate themselves as 

high as they deserve. The teacher is responsible for guiding 

students to a realistic appraisal of their achievement. The 

above fact was supported by Hatcher and Andrews (1962) • 

. 'lchwartz (1967) ctated that self evaluation can give students 

a sense of strength and encourage them to use all available 

resources and opportunities to achieve a greater self-insight. 

Self-evaluation tends to give a student personal sasisfaction 

with her progress and motivate further a:hievement, When students 
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discover their own deficiencies, they tend to work harder to 

improve on them than when somebody else points them outo 

However, Broadfoot (1979) emphasized that an opportunity to 

discuss ones own performance helps a student to see himself 

realistically, to locate areas of misunderstanding, to correct 

methods of working and to reinforce correct learning procedureo 

studies Related to the Improvement of the Teaching 
of Clothing 

It has earlier been established in the background of this 

study and the statement of the problem that an important reason 

why textiles and clothing suffers neglect and poor enrolment in 

schools is due to the ineffective instructional strategies 

(Anyakoha, 1986; Onugwue, 1986)0 Research efforts have so far 

been made at seeking ways of improving the teaching of clothing 

(Pankowski, 1967; Reed, 1969; Meerdink, 1970; Reich, 1971; 

Lefeb'rre, '1975; Taylor, 1980; Fl.etcher, 1981; Anyakoha, 1986; 

Mbah, 1989; Igbo, ·1989; utuk, 1991) o 

Pankowski ( ·1967) developed a self-instructional manual for 

an introductory clothing.course to facilitate the learning of 

art principles of j nci•oductory clothing design and construction 

classes. Books and Literature in the fields of clothing and art 

were examined and used as a basis for the content of the manualo 

However, no attempt w;;,.s ,nade to pro,,e that the self instructional 

materials worr-.: an lmproved teaching tool as the prirr.e concern 

was focusPd on the de,,·e2.opment of a self in8tructional 
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manual on fabric construction for an introductory college level 

clothing construction course. The program was not however, 

tested in a classroom situation to determine it•s effectiveness 

as a teaching tool. 

Me.ny of the studies reviewed were concerned with developint; 

an instruction::o.l tool that would facilitate teaching a single 

sewing (clothing construction) skill. such include programmed 

appro3.ctws to teaching construction of collars, zipper applications, 

ilems, pattern alterations among others. One of such studies of 

which the purpose vias t0 develop and evaluate a linear programmed 

lesson on collar cor..struction and attachment was that of Meerdink 

( 1970). It was designed for students in elementary clothing 

construction course. The program provided background information 

on colle,rs, gave instructions for constructing and attaching a 

~ollar, directed th,, stucient to proceed step-·by-step through the 

const:r"uction procet.::::t;;, e::avu evalua.tion criteria for .iudging work

manohip r-tnd included a sel f-te.et over the project" After 

revision by Iowa state Urij.vs-rsi Ly t.,:.,xtiles ,?..nd cl8thing 

instruct0rs an:i eix ·..1nd01·graduate s·cuder..ts, t:1e progr:1m was 

test.:ocJ. utilizins cwenty un.dergraduate students. The evaluatior.. 

data was obtainotl from student information sheets, reaction 

questionnc.ires, recc:cds of the amount of time requii .. ed by students 
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ratings of the collarso However, no attempt was made to 

apply statistical analysis in interpreting the datao After 

examining the data, Meerdink made recommendations for improvement 

of the programo The recommendations which would be applicable to 

other self-instructional programs include; arrangement for 

students to rate construction workmanship at regular intervals 

through the lessons; allow adequate time for completion of all 

parts of the program and to evaluate constructed garments in 

order to measure retention and transfer o: learningo 

similar studies include those of Courtney (1979) who studied 

the effectiveness of two methods of teaching the application cf 

a zipper crossing a seam and that of Green (1970), who developed 

a programmed lesson covering the construction of a bound button 

hole and the results were in favour of the self-instructional 

programso Other studies that have compared the self

instructional methods and other conventional methods of teaching 

clothing include that of A i:he,:.rn ( 1970) o 

Oi'!e may be led to :::isk, wt~r 'self-instructional i strategies? 

It is impo~tant tu note, however, that studies have also 

revealed that st;;dents are able to learn and achieve particular 

course objecciveo through independent study particularly with 

the use of these self-instructional manuals (Churchill, 1960; 

:Sefebvre, 1975) o In a .study ex,.mining ind.ependent study in a 
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college clothing course, Lefebvre concluded that independent 

study does not affect cognitive regain, retention, student 

satisfaction and student affective behaviour. 

Other studies still aimed at the improvement of the 

teaching of clothing and which dwelt on the development and 

evaluation of self-instructional manuals mainly but to an extent 

included self-evaluation strategies to help the students in 

achieving their goals include those of Reich (1971), and Taylor 

(1980). Reich (1971) in a study involving development and 

evaluation of a self-instructional program for teaching basic 

principles of clothing construction to college students with 

varying Jegrees of clothing construction experience took the 

following steps; first, the content was analysed and the 

teaching objectives formed. Information was gathered from 

clothi1:g construction so,;rces JllOSt commonly used to prepare 

ha1'dou:cs and the ill.ue;t1•ed;ive material waa constructed to show 

the progressive ster,a of each of the construction techniq_ues. 

Directions for evaluating gflrments was gi"Ten and students did a 

self-~valuation of th..:ir work .. Reich rec0mrnended that students 

be rewarded fe,r recognising rr.istakes and good and poor workmanship 

rather than credit for lP.vel of skill alone. Ti,e students self 

evaluation ·,ie:r~ then gredec. by two independent judges and the 

results averaged., The resul ~s showed. that the et,~c.ents likeJ 
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the individual approach to learning and made the most of the 

opportunity. Also, Reich revealed that setting up a self

instructional program takes a great deal of initial planning 

and timo but is well worth the effort. Reich also supported 

that clothing and textiles particularly clothing construction 

seems especially suited to a self-instructional programme. 

'l'aylor ( 1980). also conducted a study involving the 

development and evaluation of a comprehensive self-instructional 

manual for a college introductory clothing construction course. 

The selection of topics included in the manual was as a result 

of the process which involved clothing construction textbooks, 

discussions with college clothing teachers, examination of 

clothing curricula and administration of a questionnaire designed 

to solicit information from persons knowledgeable in clothing 

and textiles. ·rhe overa2.l format and organisation of the manual 

was deve] oped after 0xari"1i11.ation of other self--instructional 

prcs;rninmes and r'3lated materialso The effectiYcness of the m2.nual 

as a teaching device and ott .. or variB.bles were tested ar,d results 

were in favour of the manualo Taylor r~vealad that the aspect 

of the manual which received the most praise was the techniq"-le 

developed :<:or ev3-1i.:.aticn of co:rnt.ruction processes as it will 

help students tc de-'elop observational skills needed to eve.l ua.te 

apparel/ clothivg cr•nstruct ion prC1cesses" 
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Anyakoha (1982) with an aim of improving the teaching of 

clothing and textiles carried out a study using a competence

based approach on the in-service needs of post-primary school 

teachers in Home Economics (Clothing and Textiles) in Anambra 

State of Nigeria. She identified 98 (ninety-eight) technical 

competencies which were used to construct a questionnaire for 

data collection. The results showed that all the 98 competencies 

were upheld as needed by clothing and textile teachers. She also 

recommended that the identified competencies be incorporated 

into the pre-service and in-service post-primary training 

programme of Home-Economics. Anyakoha (1986) also utilizing the 

competency-based approach carried out a study on the identifica

tion of the essential traits and tasks of selected clothing 

occupations for senior secondary school students in Anambra 

and Imo states of Nigeria. The findings of the study among 

other purposes were ~o help teachers to improve and update their 

competencies in the area of clathing and textiles and also 

equip students with skills which they need in order to be 

gainfully employed in clothing occupations on graduation. A 

total of 45 clothing occupations, 33 traits and 109 tasks were 

identified frum her study. 

Onugime ( 1986) in her study aimed at comparing the effect 

cf another form of i~dividualized instr~ction procedure with the 
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traditional lecture/demonstration method, used the experimental 

design with one control group and two experimental groupso 

The control group was observed before and after instruction 

and the two experimental groups were observed before instruction 

then taught using the individualized instruction methodo It 

was observed that students taught with individualized method 

did better than those taught with lecture methodo 

Mbah (1989) in a study designed to develop and validate a 

celf-evaluation instrument for clothing education students in 

terti&.ry institutions in Anambra State of Nigeria, utilized 

year two students and postulated a null hypothesis to find out 

if there was any relationship between the teachers and students 

ratings of finished students garmentso The findings showed that 

there were relationships between the ratings by both students 

and teachers of the finished clothing articles as measured by 

the self-evaluat:'..on i,1strnnent~ Hbah did not howeve1·, carry 

out a test statistical}.y to determine the level of relat:.onshi.p 

or significant differences between the students• e7aluation 

scores anii. thot of th~ tDachGro This is one of the aims of the 

present study among other purposes. 

Tgbo r19P9) developed end evaluated task instruction sheets 

for teaching selected clothing construction skills to senior 

secondary school Gtudents in Anambra State of Nigeriao 4c 
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psychomotor tasks were identified and 10 task instructions 

were developed and validated. 65 students were taught using 

the task instruction sheets and another 65 students were taught 

using lecture/demonstration method and all were evaluated using 

criterion referenced measures. Means and t-test were used in 

data analysis and findings showed that students taught with 

task instructicn sheets performed significantly better than 

those taught by lecture/demonstration method. Igbo, although 

did not involve students in the evaluation recommended that such 

study be conducted in higher institutions and students/learners 

be involved in the evaluation due to the foreseen advantages. 

The present study was carried out in tertiary institutions 

and. learners were actively involved in their own self

evaluation of the clothing construction processes. 

Evalu&tion of Clothing Construction Skills and Techniques 

nlackenship ~c Moerchen (1979) pointed out that the ability 

to wol'k with less supervis::.on is an important criterion in the 

attainmGnt of advanced level of clothing skills involving many 

steps. '.rhis n;inimal sup<ervision necessitatGs that the learner 

should be able to evaluate himself, detect his faults, correct 

them and con tim•e with his 11ork. This in turn calls for 

effective analysis of the various tasks involved in clothing 

constructjon. 
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Self-evaluation of skills like clothing construction 

require procedures or devices that will help in reducing the 

amount of subjectivity in the judgement of skill oriented 

objectives" Checklists and rating scales have been found to 

be suitable in evaluating the processes used and products 

produced by students (Blackenship & Moerchen, 1979; centre for 

Vocational Education _LModule D-!!.7, 1977)• Well constructed 

checklists and rating scale contain explicit criteria for 

judging student performance in skill oriented courseso These 

criteria ;'lelp the evaluator to focus his or her observations on 

the critical aspects of the objectives and to assure that these 

observations are as objective as possible (Centre for Vocational 

Education /Module D-!±7, 1977) " 

Checklists are mainly used for processes and are suitable 

only whe'1 a simp)e •yes• or •no• judgement js requiredo Rating 

scales diffAr fro!'l c 11ecklists in that characteristics or 

qualities are judged according to which they are present" They 

are nsed when th~ process is more complex or critical and in 

Gvaluating thP. quaj.i t;r of tlw product" Rating scales are more 

informative i:iian checklis·~s" At least, five levels of quality 

should be spe~ified in a good rating scale thus: 

5 - Excellent, 

2 ~ Fair, 

4 - Very good, 3 = Average (Good), 

.., -· Foor .. 
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However, whether a checklist or rating scale is used, 

it is important that the device be both valid and reliable; 

valid - in terms of whether it evaluates what it is supposed 

to, and reliable - in terms of whether it consistent~'~,;me~sures ,.,., J ,, • , 

/·:t,~tu'\, 
what it is intended to measure. 

1
/:/ \,,,

1 
I :( ·;'i, 
', - 1·,i:: i •.. ~c-=- ~-

summary of Literature Review \ .~ cc<;, '1~;/ 
\ v ,Mt 

The review of literature revealed the impo:i\\t'~ce of ,?/ 
"'" ,, •:r '<:I-...___ ... ___.,.-' ;#'" 

evaluation as an integral part of any teaching-learn;i'.Ifg? .. 'P.i'\o·tfess 

and the importance of self-evaluation. Research efforts so far 

made at improving the teaching and performance of students of 

clothing were reviewed. Most of these studies however, did not 

incorporate adequate means whereby students can assess 

themselves as they progress in their acquisition of clothing 

skills. This is very necessary as clothing construction involves 

skill acquisition and learners need to follow correct working 

methods, reinforce correct procedures and be able to assess 

their work with a view to detecting mistakes and correcting 

them. This study was ther~fore, designed to develop a self

evaluation instrument for basic clothing construction techniques 

which would enable students assess their work and correct 

themselves as they sew. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter deals with the procedures adopted in the 

research under the following sub-headings: 

i. Plan of the Study 

ii .. Area of the study 

iii. Populution for the study 

ivo Sample for the study. 

V, Instrument for Data Collection 

vi .. Data Collection Techniques 

vii .. Data Analysis Techniques, 

Plan of the study 

The procedure for the study was as follows: 

i. Identification and Validation of the basic essential 

clothing construction skills involved in the eight 

selectea construction techniques. 

ii. Development of the self-eYaluation instrument using the 

:.dentiiied 0lothing r,onstruc ':ion skills. 

iii. Pilot-testing of the self-evaluation instrument. 

iv. Actual field-testing of the self-evaluation instrument 

(Data c0llection)~ 

v.. Data analysis .. 

27 
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Area of the study 

The study was carried out in Enugu State of Nigeria. 

Population for the study 

The population for the study comprised all Home Economics 

students in the departments of Home science and Nutrition, and 

Vocational Teacher Education of the University of Nii;eria, 

Nsukka and Home Economics Education Department of the Federal 

college of Education, Eha-Amufu - all in Enugu stateo 

Purposive sampling technique was utilized in selecting 

students who offer 300 level clothing construction courses in 

the insti-!;utions selected for the studyo This was because the 

300 level clothine courses are expected to expose the students 

to the const1·c1ction details identified in the study. Ten 

st..idents fr<>m ~he Fede1·al College of Education, Eha-Amufu 

taking 300 l"vel clothing courses were selected for the pilot

test. Also all the students taking the 300 level clothing 

courses in the t,,•o cJ.e:oartments in the University of Nigeria, 

Nsu1<1ca •,ere o:lectsd, e;iv~ng a total of twenty seven students. 

Instrument f~r tatn Collection - --
The instrumEnt used in this study was the Basic clothing 

GonGtructior., 'tach;~i.qu~s ! BCL,)TS) self-evaluation ratir.g scale. 

The ci.eveJ opm·=-ra: -:,f the :i r1htru:nent \·1-3.s -:ar~ieC: o,1t i'! the fol] owi .. .L.:S 
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phases: 

i, Identification of the basic clothing construction 

techniques and skills: The basic clothing construction 

skills to look out for under each technique/process were 

identified through intensive literature review, A total 

of eight (8) processes/techniques and 63 (sixty three) 

skills were identified. 

ii, Validation of the basic clothing construction skills: 

The identified clothing construction skills were converted 

into a 4-point questionnaire and the validators (clothing 

lecturers) were requested to rate each skill on a four

_point scale of highly important 1 important, unimportant 

and highly unimportant with assigned values of 4, 3, 2 1 

and 1 respectively, The validators were also requested 

to add oU.er construction skills that were not included 

under e,ach techniqllc in the instrument. 

iii, Development of the self-evaluation instrument: Based on 

the analysis of the responses of validators, a total of 

.sixty-one cc,:ist.ruct.ton skills were chosen and converted 

into the self-evaluation instrument with instruction to 

the user and few questions at the end to find out the 

reactions of the .~ubjects to the instrument and problems 

they a~Lollntered in ito use. 
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ivo Pilot-testing of the self-evaluation instrument: 

Pilot-testing of the self-evaluation instrument was 

carried out on ten students from the Federal College of 

Education, Eha-Amufu to ascertain if there need be 

further improvements and corrections on the instrument 

and establish the reliability of the instrument" The 

Split-half reliability procedure was utilized to determine 

the reliability" To obtain the coefficient of 

reliability, the Pearson's r was used. The formula for 

r used was: 

N:e: XY - :a: X :e:Y 
r 

where N = total number of students (subjects) 

Ji . .• odd num1,er set of scores 

Y = even number set of scores 

:::.: = .su:n of 

The resul1: yielded 1'. cceffi~i~nt of Oo92 which is higho 

Also, as a res~l~ a: the piJ.ot-test, further impro7ement was 

macl.~ on t'1e instrwoDnt ·,,hich brougl1 t the nur.iber of the 

cor,structi.o,, .skills to a total of sixty-eight skills" 

This inYol,red the. following phases: 
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i. Training of respondents: The researcher taught the 

subjects/students the eight clothing construction 

processes/techniques specified in the scope of the 

study in a class session. 

ii. Administration of the test. After training, the researcher 

administered the clothing construction test to the 

subjects. The subjects were required to construct two 

garments - a blouse/shirt with convertible collar and a 

gathered skirt with lining - (see Appendix II)o 

standardized Y, (half) patterns and other necessary 

materials were supplied to the subjects. The subjects 

worked in a standard clothing construction laboratory for 

a duration of time as enabled by their other school work. 

The researcher also supervised the subjects for the 

duration of time they worked. 

iii. S0lf-·evaluation by subjects: At the end of the construction 

test, the self-eva1uution rating scale was gi1ren to the 

subjec~s £or self-evaluation of the construction skills 

and to respond to the questions at the end of the 

:'.. nstrume!1 t . 

i•r. Teache1' evalo.at:.o'.'.!: The researcher/teacher also 

evaluated the subjects• clothing construction skills 

nlso lookin~ at the subjects• finished garments using 
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the self-evaluation instrument, Two sets of scores (the 

subjects and the teacher/researcher) were obtained and 

later tested for significant differences. The teacher's/ 

researcher's ratings which were unbiased and independent 

of the subjects• ratings were taken.to be the basis/ 

standard for comparison for the determination of how 

objective the subjects were in their own self-ratings. 

Data An,,ly~is. Techniques 

The following data analysis techniques were used: 

i. Mean - The mean was used for the following: 

(a) T.o determine the importance level of the clothing 

construction skills. Based on the four-point scale 

of 4, 3, 2, and 1, a mean of 2,50 was taken as the 

min:i,mum value a task would score to be considered 

impo:r·".:;ant.o 

(b) To det.ermine the average score for a subject in both 

the subj ,sci:s 1 /students' self-evaluation ratings and 

the: teaGht..;r's/rGsnarcl:.er's ratings of the clothing 

Gkills, 

ii, standard d,,viation - This was used to determine how far· 

a snbJect ~ s mean self'-eve.luation ratings deviated from 

tne teacher's/researcher's mean ratings of the clothing 
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skills and thus establish if the subject was objective, 

over-rated or under-rated self. 

iii. Percentages were used to analyse the subjects• responses 

to the questions at the end of the instrument relating 

to the subject's/students' reactions to and problems 

encountered.with the use of the BCLOTS self-evaluation 

instrument. 

Formula = % = Number of respondents to an item 100 
Total number of respondents x ~1-

ivo t-test: This was used to test the hypothesis of the 

study at Oo05 level of significance. The formula fort 

is shown below: 

ic1 - X2 
t 

=/s2 s2 
1 + 2 

n1 n2 

where: X1 = Mean of Group I 

'x2 = Mea:c, of Group II 

n1 = number of 1oubjects in Group I 

n2 = number of subjects in Group II 

S2 
1 = Squared deviation of Group I 

c2 
"'2 = Squared de·dation of Group II 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This chapter deals with the presentation and analysis of 

data collected in the stu~y. The main purpose of the study 

was to develop a self-evaluation instrument for basic clothing 

construction techniques and determine ariy problem(s) students 

may encounter with the use of the instrument. 

The chapter is organised under the following sub-headings: 

i) Development of the instrument 

ii) Testing of the self-evaluation instrument 

iii) Testing of the hypothesis 

iv) Reactions of subjects to the use of the self-evaluation 

instrument. 

i. ~~lo~nt of the Instrument 

Clothing and textile lecturers were requested to rate the 

identified critaria for ,evaluating clothing construction skill 

in an importance level 4-point rating scale. Their respor•.ses 

are sumriarised below in TabJ.e.s 2 to 9. 

34 
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Table 2 

Mean Rating of Criteria for Evaluating seams and 
seam Finishes Technique 

·s/No Criteria Mean 

-
1 0 Seam appropriate for type of fabric 308 

2o Seam suitable for style and purpose 
of garmento 3o0 

3o Seam stitched straight, evenly 
without puckering, 3.6 

4o stitching secured firmly at both 
endso 308 

5o Even accurate seam allowances 306 

6 .. Seam smooth, flat and firmly 
stitched. 3.8 

7. Grainline maintained without 
distortion. 4 

8. Rein:force:nen'ts at points of strain 3.4 

9. Inwc:.rC: ancl outKard curved seams 
well handled. 3.4 

100 Seam edges neatly finished without 
fray or ravel. 308 

11. Seam pr-esse0. flat or open. 3.8 

-·- -
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.. 
standard Remarks 
deviation 

Oo45 Important 

Oo?O " 

Oo89 ,; 

Oo45 " 
0.55 " 

o.45 " 
Hio;hly 

' 
0 Important I 

I 

0.55 " 

0.55 II 

I 

Oo 45 " 
o.45 " 

I 
" 
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Table 3 

Mean Rating of Criteria for Evaluating the Controlling 
of Fullness (Darts, Pleats, Gathers) 

... 
S/No Criteria 

1. Dart tapers to nothing at one or 
both ends. 

2. Thread fastened off at the tapered 
end. 

3. Dart pressed towards the centre-frrmt 
or centre back of the garment. 

4. Uniform width for pleats and tucks. 

5. Pleats and tucks pressed down flat and 
smooth. 

6. T,10 rows of gathering stitches made 
with one exactly on the seam line and 
the other about 1/8 inch above the 
first. 

7. Gathering made by ;iulling the bobbin 
threads so that they do not break. 

8. Gathers evenly spread. 

M"an s.D Remarks 

3.4 0.55 Important 

3.4 0.55 II 

3 0.7 II 

3.6 0.55 II 

0.55 II 

Q O 45 II 

4 0 Highly 
Important _________________________ .._ __ _._ __ _._ ____ _, 

Table 3 above showed that all the criteria identified under 

the techniques of controlling fullness ( darts, pleats, gathers), 

were considered important for acquisition of clothing skills. 
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Table 4 

Mean Rating of .Criteria for Evaluating Underlying Mat,erials 

I . j 
. s/N~ 

1. 

1, 
·'·1 

. . . 
Criteria 

.,. .. , 
" 

,:: 

Inter~9,cing and lining 
compatible to garment 

. 

Hean .,S -D Rer.111rks 
;r "' 

materials 
fabric in terms 

-~'. 

of weight, colour, care requirements 3.2 o.45 Ir.iportnnt etc. 

2. Interfacing inconspicuous and corrE;ctly 
fitted to garment. 3.6 0.55 II 

I 3. ! Interfacing provide sufficient fi!'fdil'3BS 

' and reinfor.::8ment .. 3.2 O .45 " 
4. Linings cut on tlJ e same grain as_gar-

ment and from thP. same pattern pieces. ) .. h. 0.89 II 

5. Garment pieces assembled before lining 
is attached matching darts and seams :-; • 4 0.55 n 
together. 

Table 4 above also s!iowed. that all the idem;ified criteria 

were important for acquisicion of ,kills. 

Table 5 

Mean Rating of C!'i teria fo:r E,raluating Col] ar,; and Neckline ---~-~------------~.c;.;;c..=::..;:;~;cc.c Finishes. 

Mean! S,D "emarks 

~--~-----------------------~---F 1.. Facings, f'J at a.11~ smooth without bulges 
or pu~kers. 3.8 0.45 Ir.iportant 

2. Facing compatible co garment fabric in 
terms of \.,·ei0ht, 0olour 9.nd care 

S/No Cd tor:i.a 

requir€..1l~nt .. 

Facing 1nvis1bla on right side of 
garments <axcept decorative facings, 

Fitted a~d ~ias facings used 
appror,:.~~ atel:y .. 

SL'lo.rs ~,h13.r}: edF &l~, smo0th and wel: 
'----~P;.:r:.;e:.;:ssed. 

" -· ~ 

3o 1f 0o55 II 

3 /, , . 

5.8 

0.55 

I
I o ,55 

_ o.45 

" 

" 

" 

-. 
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Table 5 above showed that all the criteria identified for 

evaluating collars and neckline finishes are important for skill 

acquisition. 

Table 6 

Mean Rating of Criteria for Evaluating Attachment of 
Sleeves 

s/No. 

1. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

Criteria 

sleeve suitable for fabric type and I figure type. 

cap with no pleats Smooth rounded 
or gathers unless they are fashion 
features. 

Ease in the under-arm area as well 
as the sleeve cap area. 

Good armhole line resulting from 
straight, even stitching and well 
marked seam lines. 

Cross wise grain parallel to the 

I floor, length-wise grain perpendi
cular to ohe floor and no 
diagonal wrinkles. 

Seam finish appropriate for the 
fabric • 

Mean S•D Remarks 

3.6 0.55 Important 

3.4 0.55 " 

2.4 0.45 Unimportant 

3.4 0.55 Important 

3.2 0.45 Important 

..,___,.._., !..--......,._r_.,__, _____ ._, ____________ ...... __ .... __ -1---------'-

Table 6 above revealed that one of the identified criteria 

for evaluating attachment of sleeves was considered unimportant 

as indicated by the mean value of 2.4 placed on it which is 

below the cut off point of 2.50, which was taken as the least 
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any item must score to be considered important. 

Table 7 

Mean Rating of Criteria for evaluating Waistline Finishes 

S/No Criteria Mean s.n. Remarks 

1. Dart and seams on bodice and 
sldrt are perfectly aligned. 3.6 0.55 Important 

2. Waistline smooth without 
wrinkles and seam flat. 2.3 0.55 Unimportant 

3. Waist band even in width 
except for fashion features. 3.4 0.55 Important 

4. Waist band interfaced to 
keep firm and retain shape. 3.4 0.55 II 

5. cut on true .grain. 3.2 o.45 II 

6. Flat and smooth with no 
bulges or ripples. 3.2 o.45 It 

The above table also revealed that one of the criteria 

identified for evaluating waistline finishes was rated 

unimportant for acquisition of skills as indicated by the mean 

score of 2.3 as against the average minimum score of 2.50. CODESRIA
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Table 8 

Mean Ratin of Criteria for Evaluating Attachment of 
Fastenings (Buttons and Button holes, ~ippers 

S/No Criteria 

1. Button holes accurately and evenly 
spaced on the garment. 

2. Button holes adequately reinforced 
to retain shape. 

3. Button holes positioned to prevent 
gapping and top and lower edges of 
garment evenly aligned. 

4. Button colour blends and suitable for 
fabric. 

5. Button holes sized correctly for 
buttons. 

6. Button securely sewn. 

7. Sipper flat, smooth and inconspicuous 
except where decorative. 

8. Zipper teeth and pule tab concealed 
beneath fabric flap. 

9. Stitching straight and even for the 
entire length of the placket. 

10. No noticeable gap between the end 
of the zippcr and tne edge of the 
garmerJ.t .. 

Mear S•D 

3.8 o .45 

I 
3.2 o. 45 

3.2 o.45 

3.2 o.45 

3.4 0.55 

3.2 o.45 

3.2 o.45 

3 O 

3 0 

Remarks 

Important 

II 

II 

" 

ii 

II 

II 

II 

II 

11 _,___...._ _________________ ..._ _ _., __ ..._ _____ , 
Table 8 above re,·ea.led that all the idcmtified criteria for 

evaluating the ati.aGhment of fastening;:i to a garment wertl 

considered irrportant for propGr skill acquisi ticn. 
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Table 9 

Mean Rating of Criteria for Evaluating Hems 

I S No Criteria Mean s.D Remar k s 

1. Inconspicuous on the right side of the 
garment unless for design and decorative 
purposes. 3.2 O .45 Importa.nt 

2. Uniform in width and parallel to the 
floor. 3.2 o .45 " 

3. Flat, smooth and no trace of bulkiness. I 3.5 0.55 " 
4. Width appropriate to the cut, fabric 

and style of garment. 3.2 o.45 " 
5. Hem stitched inconspicuously, evenly and 

securely. 3.4 0.55 " 

The above table also revealed that all the identified 

criteria for evaluating hems were important for skill acq~isition. 
'-, 

Table 10 

Mean Rating of Critc:ria for Evaluating Overall Fitting of 
Garments 

S/No Criter:ca Mean s.n. 

1 • General appearance of the garment. 3.6 0.55 
2. sui1:ability of fabric for style. 3.2 O .45 
3. Grain well manipulated, ioe grain line 

line/ C.irectio:..'l followed-, 3.2 O .45 
4. A.dequat" ease and balance. 3.2 o .45 
5. No unbecoming foJ.d s. 3o2 o.45 
6. Well pressed pro::'essional appearar.ce. 3.2 O .45 

7. G3neral workmano:liJ..: o 3.2 o.45 
-· 

Remarks 

Important 

" 

\I 

II 

" 
" I " : 

---/ 
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.Table 10 above showed that all the identified criteria 

for evaluatine over-all fitting of garments were important. 

In summary therefore, only two out of all the criteria 

(clothing construction details) had a mean of less than 2.50 

and thus unimportant and deleted. from the questionnaire. 

ii. Testi~g of the BCLOTS self-Evaluation Instrument 

In order to test the self-evaluation instrument, the 

subjects constructed a skirt and a blouse after which they 

rated their work using the self-evaluation instrument and the 

teacher/researcher rated the subjects• work also. These two 

sets of ratings were compared to determine how objective 

students could be in their self-ratings. The teacher's/ 

researcher's ratings were assumed to be unbiased and independent 

and so used as basis/standard for comparing the subjects• rat1.ngs. 

The subjects• and teacher's mean ratings are summarized below 

in Table 11. 
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Table 11 
comparison of the subjects• Individual Self-Evaluation Mean 
Ratings of the Clothing Skills with the Teacher's Mean Ratings 

- I l j l Remarks s/No. X1 X2 s.n. 
• 

1. 4.2 4.o 0.14 • 
2. 3.5 4.2 -0 .5 ••• 
3. 3.8 3.1 0.5 •• 
4. 2.75 3.1 0.24 • 

5. 3.8 3.6 0.14 l • 
6. 4.5 3.8 0.5 •• 

! I 7. 2.3 I 2.4 0.07 • I 

8. 3o0 3.1 0.07 • 
9. 4.3 4.1 0 .14 • 

10. 3.3 2.6 0~5 •• 
_ 11. 4.2 3.8 0.28 • 

12. 2.9 3.1 O .14 • 
13. 3.7 3.97 0.19 • 
14. ~--2 4.o 0.14 • 
~5. 4.4 3.8 o.42 • 
16. 3.8 3.7 0.07 • 
17. '+ .o 4 0 • 
18. 4.o 3.2 0.56 •• 
19. 3.0 2.75 0.17 • 
20. 3.75 I 3.5 0.17 • 

I 21. 3.54 I 3.44 0.07 • 
22. 4.16 4.23 0.04 * 
23. 3.76 4.05 0.2 • 
24. 2.4 2.56 0.11 • 

j 
25. 3.44 3 .7-1 0 .19 I • 
26. 2.8 2.75 0.03 • 

' l 27. 3.6 
,, 

3.5 0.07 • 
"' 
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x1 = mean of subject•s ratings 

Xz = mean of teacher/researcher's ratings 

• = objective (81.4%) 

** = over-rated self (14.8%) 

*** = under-rated self (3.7%) 

The above table showed that 81.4% of the subjects rated 

themselves objectively with their mean ratings deviating from 

the researcher/teachers mean ratings of the clothing skills 

by less than 0.5. On the other hand, 14.856 of the subjects 

over-rated themselves with their mean ratings deviating from 

the researcher/teacher mean ratings with a value of 0.5 

and above, while 3,7% of the subjects under-rated self with 

a standard deviation of -0.5 less than the teacher/researchers 

mean rating. 

iii, Testing of Hypothesis 

Ho: There will be no significant difference between 

the subjects• self-evaluation mean ratings and the teacher's 

own mean evaluati0n ratings of the clothing skills at 0.05 

level of signif::.cance. 

The t-test was applied to test the hypothesis using 

the mean of the subjects' ratings and that of the teacher/ 

rese.archer at 0.05 leYt1l of significance. 
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Table 12 

T-test Analysis of the Difference between Mean Ratings 
ijy"subject~ and the Teacher/Researcher 

Mean s.n .. T-cal T-cri t. 

Sub jects• ratings 3.6 o.6 o.8 2.0 

Teac her•s ratings 3.48 0.54 

45 

The above table showed that the calculated value oft (0 9 8) 

is less than the table or critical value oft (2.0). Thus, 

the null hypothesis was accepted suggesting that there is no 

significant difference between the subjects• mean evaluation 

ratings and the teacher/researcher's mean evaluation ratings 

of the clothing construction skills at 0.05 level of 

significance. 
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Table 13 

Subjects• Reaction to and Problems Encountered in 
tii'e"""'use of the Self-evaluation Instrument 

46 

% s/No Questions 
Yes No 

1 • would you recommend this self-evaluation 
instrument to other students? 100 -

2. Do you feel you could have sewn well using 
the self-evaluation instrument alone 88 11 without a teacher present? 

' 
3. If yes, explain! - not very simplified 7.4 -
4. What changes or improvements would you 

like to see in the self-evaluation 
instrument if you were going to use it 
again? 

- Speed limit should be included 11 

- should be more simplified 14.8 

- more sewing instructions should be J included • 14.8 . 

Table 13 above revealed that all the subjects (100%) found 

the instrument useful arnl sc., recommended it for other students. 
' 

Also majority (88%) of the subjects felt they could sew well 

~;i th the eid of the self-evaluation instrument without a 

1:P.acher beine: th8re wbj_le 11% felt they could not cope. 92% 

of the respondents found t~e self-evaluatj_on j_nstrument easy 

to follow/use while 7,4% experienced difficulty in using i;he 

instrument and g,"3.Va tt·eir rt?a30n as thi.:: manu.Stl not being very 

sim;,lifJ.en.. 
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Table 14 

Additional comments of the Respondents Regarding 
the Self-evaluation Instrument 

S/No Comments 

1. The use of the ::,elf-evaluation instrument is 
very good, encouraging and will help students 
in improving their skills. 

2. The instrument is very useful and should be 
made available for normal class tlOt'k. 

3. Quite comprehensive and interesting to usea 

4. My construction work could have been better 
if I were sewing with the self-evaluation 
instrumento 

5. No comments 
,.__,_. --

47 

% 

26 

18.5 

11 

14.8 

29-6 

Table 14 above sho·~ed that most of the respondents found 

the use of tbe self-evaluation instrument interesting and 

enccuraging and recommended it for their normal class/ 

laboratory clothing construction work. 

J 

Findings 

The fullowing findings were made: 

1. Sixty--eight (68) clothing construction sb lls were 

iden~ifi~d us nec.essary criteria for the ev~luation of 

basic clothing sk:i.lls .. 

2. A SJ.xt1-::,ight iten. basic clothi:ig cons,;ruction technique:; 
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(BCLOTS) self-evaluation instrument for clothing students 

was developed for proper acquisition of skills. 

3. There is no significant difference between the subjects• 

mean evaluation ratings and the teacher/researchers' 

mean eval.u.ail= ratings of the clothing construction 

skills. This was shown by the t-test analysis of the 

means in table 12 where t-cal (0.8) was less than t-crit 

(2.0) and so led to the acceptance of the null hypothesis. 

4. Most of the subjects were objective in their rating 

(81.4%). Only a t'ew over-rated themselves (14.8%) while 

a very minor percentage (3.7%) under-rated self. 

5. All the subjects (100%) found the BCLOTS self-evaluation 

instrument useful and would recommend it to other students. 

6. Majority (88%) of the subjec,ts admitted they could sew 

well with the aid of the BCLOTS self-evaluation instrument 

without a teacher present, while 11% felt they could not. 

7. Most of tl•e stuo.ents dj d not encounter any difficulty in 

·,wing the BCLCTS sei.f--evaluation instrument (92%). A 

little pe;·c~,:tace (7 .4%) of the subjects, however, 

c:<_rcd.enced '1iffici,l ty in using the instrument and 

ic.c,icated '::hat the instrument was not very simplified for 

th<?m to unc.erstant' < 

8.. rtegarrlinr. cha1.1~ar:) or :i.r1provarnents r: 1) ':le mo.de en the BCLC~J1S 
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self-evaluation rating scale, the subjects recommended 

that the construction details be more simplified, speed 

limit included in the test and more sewing instructions 

included. 

9. In addition, the subjects made the following comments; 

(i) the use of the self-evaluation instrument is very 

good and will help students in improving/perfecting 

their clothing skills; 

(ii) the instrument is very useful and should be made 

available for normal class/laboratory work; 

(iii) the instrument is quite comprehensive and 

interesting to use; 

(iv) would have performed better in the construction test 

if the sewing was done looking at the instrument, 

Discussicn of the Findings 

Among, all the identified criteria for evalua.:ing basic 

clothing Gonstruction skills, maintaining of brain line and 

evc:11 sp~"eC>ci of p.:.,:tLers scored the higliest points on their 

importance leve:;_. This could be due to the improper hang, 

unbalance<! and ponr workmanship appearance of a garment with 

disto1•ted 5~·ain directi,:,n and uneven sprt>ad of fullness. 

Othe1 cor.str,lction d.,nails that ranked nex~ to the above 

mentioned 1.n~lude smooth, flat and firmly secnr~d stitches; 
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seam edges neatly finished without fray or ravel, seam pressed 

flat or open; button holes accurately and evenly spaced on the 

garment. This could be attributed to the professional finish 

the above construction details give to a garment. 

Many of the subjects (81.4%) possessed the ability to 

rate themselves objectively. A few subjects, however, over

rated themselves on comparing their mean ratings to that of the 

teacher/researcher. Furthermore, a fewer still percentage 

(3.7%) under-rated self. This finding is consistent and in 

agreement with the assertion of Hall and Paolluci (1970) 

that the difficulty that may be encountered in using self

evaluation techniques is that students may have little insight 

into their own behaviour and thus tend to rate themselves too 

high on desirable qualities and too low on undesirable 

qualities. Personal traits are closely related to a student's 

self-evaluati.on. While some students consistently over-rate 

themselves, others lack confidence to rate themselves as high 

as they do serve. 

However; one sabject was most objective in her self

evaluation with a standard deviation of O on comparing subjects• 

ratings Hith teacher/res2archer's ratings. This finding seems 

supported by Hatc).rnr anc•. Andrews (1962) who explained that when 

students fi:. 0 t :Oegin appraising themss,lyes, their scores may be 
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too high or too low and at variance with the teachers scores, 

but with experience and practice, students can develop the 

ability to rate themselves quite accurately/objectively with 

their ratings similar to those of their teachers. 

There was no significant difference between the subjects• 

mean evaluation scores and the teacher/researcher's mean 

evaluation scores of the clothing skills at 0.05 level of 

significance. This was because most of the subjects (81.4%) 

were objective in their ratinr,s. This finding is also consistent 

with that of Mbah (1989) who also found out that there was a 

significunt relationship between the students and teachers 

ratings of the constructed clothing articles. 

All the subjects (100%) found the self-evaluation 

instrument useful and recommended it to other students. This 

finding is consistent 1·1i th that of Taylor .( 1980) and seems 

supported by the assertio1, that evaluation becomas highly 

significant when a student is given the opportunity to evaluate 

him/herself (Spitze and Griggs, 1976). 

Most of the subjects (88%) stated that they could sew well 

with the aid uf the s:elf-evaluation instrument without a 

teacher being there all the time. This again agrees with the 
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statement of Schwartz (1967) that self-evaluation can give 

students a sense of strength and encourages them to use all 

available resources and opportunities to achieve a greater 

insight. 

A few percentage (7.4%) of the subjects experienced some 

difficulty in using the manual while majority (9296) did not 

encounter any difficulty. The reason they gave for the 

difficulty they experienced was that some construction details 

were not very simplified for them to understand. This may be 

attributed (because of the small percentage) to the fact that 

some Home Economics students tend to dislike clothing 

construction and so do not take time to study the subject and 

acquaint themselves with some common terminologies. Some 

students see the subject as difficult to understand and so 

frown at it, thus do not lend themselves to understanding it. 

It was also interesting to note that among the additional 

comments made by the subjects, most of them stated that the 

use of the self-evaluation instrument was very good and encouraging 

and will help th,sr,, in improving/perfecting their skills, while 

most others indicated ~hat their construction work could have 

been better ii' they were working/sewing with the self-evaluation 

instrum&nt and thus demanded that it ( the instrument) b,; made 

a·railable fer riormal classwork. These foreseen advantages must 
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be the reasons why Igbo (1989) recommended that in future 

students should be involved in their own evaluation. It 

thus bec,omes obvious that clothing construction which is a 

skill-subject, and invol.ves processes and products needs a 

step-by-step "-Ssessment that will provide learners with 

irimediats' fe.,d-brccl, which c'l.n enable them d:atermine thej.r 

prr;gr'::?ss and need f0r irr,provement .. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter summarises the study, highlights the 

implications of the findings, arrives at conclusion, recommends 

and suggests areas for further research. 

Re-Statement of Problem 

Clothing and textiles has been identified as the most 

neglected aspect of Home Economics as shown in Table 1. However, 

the capacity of the subject to prepare students for employment 

in numerous clothing related occupvtions for self-reliance 

cannot be neglected. One of the reasons advanced for the 

neglect of the subject was attributed to ineffective 

instructional strategies. Efforts have been made at developing 

instructional methods and materials that will promote students 

interest and achievement of their objectives. However, efforts 

have not been directc-d towards devising ways of enhancing 

meaningful evaluation of clothing skills. Yet effective teaching 

and learning must of necessity involve effective evaluation. 

This study tht.s aimed at developing a self-evaluation 

instrument for basic clothing construction techniques which 

students takjng clothing courses in tertiary institutions can 

use in assessing their clothing construction skills. 

54 
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Procedure Used 

The population for the study comprised Home Economics 

students in the departments of Home Science and Nutrition and 

Vocational Teacher Education of the University of Nigeria, 

Nsukka and also department of Home Economics Education of the 

Federal College of Education, Eha-Amufu - all in Enugu State. 

The sample comprised students taking 300 level clothing 

construction courses in the above institutions. A comprehensive 

list of identified criteria for evaluating clothing skills was 

validated by clothing lecturers in the area of study. Based 

on the analysis of their responses, the BCLOTS self-evaluation 

instrument was developed. This was pilot-tested on ten 

subjects from the Home Economics Department of the Federal 

College of Education, Eha-Amufu. Also, based on the analysis 

of the pilot-test, the instrument was further improved on and 

used for the actual field testing (data collection) on the main 

samr,le. 

Princ_ipal. Findings 

Sixty-eight (63) clothing construction skills were 

identified as necessary criteria for the evaluation of basic 

clothing skills. These criteria were also considered important 

for proper acquisition o.f skills ana so formed the basis fo1· 

the developed aelf-eval 11atior.1. instrumen't J 
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There is no significant difference between the subjects• 

mean self-evaluation ratings and the teacher/researcher's mean 

evaluation ratings of the clothing skills. This was shown by 

the t-test analysis of the means of the two sets of scores/ 

ratings. Thus the null hypothesis was accepted. 

Majority of the subjects (88%) were objective in their 

rating. Only few of the subjects either over-rated or under

rated themselves. 

All the subjects (100%) found the self-evaluation 

instrument useful and recommended it to other students. Also, 

most of the subjects (96%) found the self-evaluation 

instrument easy to use while a few experienced some difficulty 

in using the instrument and attributed it to lack of under

standing of some terminologies in the instrument. 

~inally, most of the subjects commented that the use of 

the self-evaluation instrument was good, encouraging and would 

help students ir acquiring and improving their clothing skills. 

The subjects also recommended that the self-evaluation instrument 

be ma<ie ava2labl" for their normal class/laboratory clothing 

construction work. 

Implications ef the study 

The findings of this study have implications for educators, 

Home Economi11s teachers and clothing and textile lecturers who 
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have the task of teaching students and helping them acquire 

relevant clothing skills. 

The findings of this study have implications for students 

who have the task of practising how to rate or assess themselves 

objectively. By realistically assessing themselves, students 

will discover their good and poor workmanships and correct 

themselves and also better appreciate the assessment of their 

teachers. 

The findings of the study imply that clothing and textile 

lecturers and Home Economics teachers need improve on their 

instructional strategies for teaching clothing construction to 

students as most of the basic skills the students were supposed 

to possess at their level were lacking in them, especially as 

most of them complained of difficulty in fixing the collar. 

The findings of the study also have implications for 

students who need to improve their clothing construction skills. 

rt now rests on the stt>dents to employ the use of the developed 

self-evaluation manual in their clothing construction and 

progress, even with less supervision and attain proper clothing 

skills. 

The findings of the study have implications for those who 

are interested in clothing cons':ruction, home sewers and 

retirees who may not have the opportu.1i ty to go to school and 
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learn. With the developed self-evaluation manual, they can 

evaluate their construction processes and acquire the proper 

skills needed for a well made garment that does not bear the 

imprint •home-made•. 

The instrument developed in this study will also assist 

individuals, apart from students and home economics teachers in 

~cquiring observational skills for use not only in evaluating 

individually constructed garments, but also ready-to-wear 

garments. 

conclusion 

The teaching of clothing construction requires instructional 

strategies that should necessarily involve effective evaluation 

and student•s self-evaluation. The evaluation device developed 

by this study appears suitable for teaching and learning of 

clothing construction. 

Students can effectively and objectively use the self

evaluation manual for assessing their basic clothing construction 

skill3 and thus improve/perfect their constr:.iction skills. Thus, 

any properly planned instructional strategy in clothing 

construction ;:;ho·1J.d include this means, self-evaluation devices 

by which the learners can evaluate themselves as they progress, 

discover their mistakes, correct them and continue with their 

work. This \:ill promote acquisition of skilJ s end. se] f-reliance 
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and hence promote the manpower development of the nation. 

Recommendations for Action 

Based on the findings of the study, the following 

recommendations were made: 

1. Clothing and textiles students in tertiary institutions 

should be made aware of the self-evaluation d~vice to 

help them in acquiring clothing construction skills. 

2. Clothing and textile lecturers and Home Economics teachers 

should incorporate into their instructional strategies 

the self-evaluation guide for students, to supplement 

their efforts and for better skill acquisition. 

3. students should be encouraged to evaluate themselves 

objectively as it will enhance their discovery of good/ 

poor workmanship a.nd thus areas where they need improvement. 

The developed manual would l,e useful for this purpose. 

4. The self-evaluation instrument should be reviewsd by 

curriculum planners and produced in form of a laborai:ory 

manual and distributec. to higher institutions to back up 

the self-inst,cu~tional strategies being emphasized and 

develcped recently. 

5. Studonts in ser.ior secondary schools should also be 

encouraged by their teachers to use the self-evaluation 

devi c,2 a.s it w.i. ll enl1ance their early o.cquj si tion. of 
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clothing skills for self-reliance. 

6. The self-evaluation manual is also recommended fer these 

undergoing the NDE (National Directorate fer Employment) 

programme to support the training they receive and improve 

their clothing construction skills. 

7. Seminars and workshops could also be o~ganised by 

programme/curriculum planners fer all teachers of skill 

subjects to emphasize the need fer effective evaluational 

strategies in skill subjects and need to involve students 

in their own evaluation fer proper acquisition of skills. 

Suggestions fer Further Research 

The following have been suggested fer further research: 

1. The developed instrument could be tried cut in tertiary 

institutions in the country. 

2. Tr.e developed instrument could also be tried out using a 

larger sample size. 

3. The study could also be ca~rien out in colleges of education 

and pclyteclrnics that offer clothing construction courses. 

4. The. study could be carried cut using two groups - a control 

and o.n e~perimP.ntal group to determine the extent to which 

the '.lse of the instrument facilitates the acquisition of 

clothing skills. 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
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APPENDIX I 

Department of vocational Education, 
University of Nigeria, 
Nsukka. 

Validation of Research Instrument 

I am a postgraduate student of the above school carrying 

out a study towards developing a self-evaluation instrument 

for basic clothing construction techniques. 

Please your assistance is required in validating this 

research instrument by indicating the extent to which the 

listed clothing construction details are important for the 

acquisition of skills in clothing construction. A four point 

scale from highly important to highly unimportant is provided, 

You can also add other construction details that are not 

included under each technique. 

•rnanks for yo·;.r co-o:;,eration. 

Sgd./ 
Njoku, Stella N. CODESRIA
- LIB
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Indicate how you would rate the following clothing 
construction details as necessary for a well finished garment 
using the key below: 

KEY: 4 = Highly Important, 3 = Important, 2 = Unimportant 

1 = Highly Unimportant. 

Seams and seam Finishes 4 3 2 1 I 

1. Seam ~ppropriate for type of fabric. 

2. seam suitable for style and purpose of garment. 

3• Seam stitched straight, evenly without 
puck.ering. 

4. stitching secured firmly at both ends. 

5. Even accurate seam allowances. 

6. Seam smooth, flat and firmly stitched. 

7. Grainline maintained without distortion. 

8. Reinforcement at points of strain. 

9. Inward and outward curved seams well handled. 

10. Seam edges neatly finished without fray or 
ravel. 

11 c Seam :;,resse d. flat er opf..n o 

Controlling Fullness (D:,.rts, Pleats, 
_g:athers, .'~ks) 

12. Dart, ·::a:.,ero ·co 11ot.;1ing at one or both ends. 

13. Thread fastened off at the tapered end. 

14. Darts pressed to•<a.cds the centra - front or 
centre-back of the garment. 

150 Ur:ifc,rxr. width for ·..Jlec.;.ts end tucks., 

I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I i 
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16. Pleats and tucks pressed down flat and smooth. 

17. Two rows of gathering stitches made with one 
exactly on the seam line and the other about 
1/8 inch above the first. 

18. Gathering made by pulling the bobbin threats 
at the same time carefully so that threats do 
not break. 

19. Gathers eirenly spread. 

Underlying Materials 

20. Interfacing and lining materials compatible 
to garment fabric in terms of weight, colour, 
care requirem~nts, etc .. 

21. Interfacing inconspicuous and correctly 
fitted to garment. 

22. Interfacing providing sufficient firmness and 
reinforcem,mt. 

23. Linings cut on the same grain as garment and 
from the same pattern pieces. 

24. Garment pieces aREemblad before lining is 
attached matching darts and seams together. 

collars and Neckline Finishes 

25. Facing f] at and srnoc.1:h ·.,i thout bulges o,· 
pucbe!·s. 

26.. Facing ~vmpo.'tible to garment fabric in terme 
of weight, c ulour ,md car8 requirements. 

27. Facing invisible on rigr.t side of garments 
except dscoz·ativa facings~ 

28. Fitted and bias facing used appropriately. 

290 Collars .:-h.llrT) edgt.d, smooth anG well pre.ssed" 
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Attachment of sle.eves 

30. Sleeve suitable for fabric type and figure 
type. 

31. smooth rounded cap with no pleats or gathers 
unless they are fashion features. 

32. Ease in the under-arm as well as the sleeve 
cap area. 

33. Good arm hole line resulting from straight, 
even stitching and well marked seam lines. 

34. Cross wise grain parallel to the floor, 
lengthwise grain perpendicular to the floor 
and no diagonal wrinkles. 

35. Seam fir.isr. appropriate for the fabric. 

Waistline Finishes 

36. Darts and seams on bodice and skirt are 
perfectly a1 ligned. 

3?. Waistline smootl1 wi tnout wrinkles and seam 
.flat. 

38. Waist h,m:i even i!l ,.,idi..b excep+. for iashion 
f~atureso 

39., W~ist b.?.nfl ;_"lterfa~erl :~o keep firai and retein 
shape. 

4u,, ~ut er tl"ue g:-uir~.~ 

41. rlat and. sinooth •:;:i:Lh r,o b•1lges or ripples. 

A ttachmer.t of Fastenings 
\Buttons an'.l Bu+.ton holes, Zippers) 

42., Iutt.:u boles c.cc1;.L"'..:tt,~l:y avJd &7enly ,S?to.ced 
0n the .::::·~.i.rmerit .. 
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430 Button holes adequately reinforced to retain 
shapeo 

440 Button holes positioned to prevent gapping and 
top and lower edges of garment evenly alignedo 

450 Button colour blends and suitable for fabrico 

46, Button Poles sized eorrectly for buttons. 

47 o Bvttons securely s<Jwno 

480 Zipper flat, smooth and inconspicuous except 
where decorativeo 

490 Zipper teeth and pull tab concealed beneath 
fabric flapo 

500 stitching straight and even for entire length 
of placketo 

51" No noti~eable gap between the end of the zipper 
and the edge of the garmento 

Hems 

Inconspicuous 0:1 i:he right side of the garment 
·..mle.s:s for desii:;r.i. and cleccrative purposeso 

Uniform in width a11.d parallel to the floor o 

540 Fl:,t, s!'looth and no tr?.ce of bulkiness o 

560 Hern G"uitent-.?d 1.:0.co.,.,E-~icuou.sly, aver:.ly and 
secnrel.~· ~ 
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4 3 2 1 

Over-All Fitting 

57. General appearance of the garment. 

58. suitability of fabric for style. 

59. Grain well manipulated, i.e grain line/ 
direction followed. 

60. Adequate ease and balance. 

61. No unbecominb fclds. 

62. Well pressed professional appearance. 

63. General workmanship. 
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APPENDIX II 

CONSTRUCTION TEST SHEET 
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Using the patterns and materials provided, construct 

the garments illustrated below: 

(1) 

(2) 

~~ }---· Shirt with convertible collar 
----1 l~v:) ~ 
l-- .:v '.,._i 

t··-·---~ •'m~···y·-, .... 
/i / 1 ,i[\\t\·.'.'\ 
' 

/ \ 
' \ / \ 

.'-··- .... --___ ..... ,~ .. -.. : •• 

Dart 

Gathered skiri; with lining 
and zipper beh;.nd. 

Nc,i;~: ,v·c11:-ac;r in techr,iq,~es/skills should be aimed at. 
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APPENDIX III 

THE SELF-EVALUATION RATING SCALE 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Tick the appropriate column as applies to your construction. 

2. You are required to score yourself objectively, 

3. you wi:i.l be evaluate<i partly on the basis of your 
recognition of your good and poor construction technique. 
In other words, credit will be given for recognizing 
mistakes and standards of workmanship rather than credit 
for level of skill alone. 

4. Additional comments can be written at the end/back in the 
space providedo 

5. Turn in your garments for evaluation and your evaluation 
score5 ,. 

KEY: 5 = Excellent, 4 = Very good, 3 = Good (Average), 

2 = Fair, 1 = Poor. 

Seams and seam Finishes - -~ 
1. Seum appropriate for type of fabric 

2 o Seam su'i. table fer style and purpose of 
garrne'l.t. 

3. Seam stH chcd straigh·:, evenly wi thoui: 
p·.1L"k eri ng . 

~o .Stitch ce1~t..rt•l firmly at both ends. 

6 ., ~earn smovt:1, fJ.at and firmly stitched. .. 

7 .. Gruinline maintained without distortiono 

8.. jlejnforc.:,rn,,ncs ai: points of straino 

5 4 3 2 ~ 
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9. Inward and outward curved seams well 
handled. 

10. Seam edges neatly finished without fray or 
ravelo 

11. Seam pressed flat or open. 

12. Colour of thread blends with and suitable 
for fabric. 

13. 

·14. 

15, 

16, 

,.., 
, I o 

Controlling Fullness 

(Darts, Pleata, Gathers, Tucks) 

Dart tapers to noth~ng at one or r.oth ends. 

Thread fascened off at the tapered end. 

Darts pressed towards the centre front of or 
centre back of the garment, 

Uniform width for pleats and tucks, 

Pleats and t•icks pr<,ase,d down flat and 
.srr,voth o 

1d., 1.rwo r,;wr; of gathering stitr:hes made with one 
gxactly o:: th-= se&m line ,.md the othor about 
1 /8 incr.. above the first o 

'19.. Gathering :-:ia.i.l& by pulJ inp.; the b0bbin 
tbrenO.c :..;.t the saa:e t~.rn~ caref1.•lly so that 
t-hr fr{1.Us do nc t ~Jl'(':~k .. 

20, Gathers cvc,nl;y <,pre,ad. 

2·1, :rnterfacin,; a.nil l:u,ing materials compatible 
G..--i gr~J.~~1ent. Ea.bi·:.c .:.n te1·mr: of weigl:t, 
cr.]ou:i.·. ce.re !'equ~1.."::">?:nf-nt.s, et~,. 
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22. Interfacing inconspicuous and correctly 
fitted to garment. 

23. Interfacing provides sufficient firmness 
and reinforcement. 

24. Linings cut on the same grain as garment and 
from same pattern pieces. 

25. Garment pieces assembled before lining is 
attached matching darts and seams together. 

Collars an.d Neckiihe Finishes 

26. Facings flat and smooth without bulges or 
puckers. 

27. Facing compatible to garment fabric in 
terms of weight, colour and care require
mentso 

28. Facing invisible on right side of garments 
except decorative facings. 

29. F"!. tted, extended and bias fa·Jin5 s used 
appropriately. 

30. Facing firi,1 e,:rnugl• ·~o avoid stretching or 
wilting li.e interfeue~). 

31.. Collar.s sh..=,r·p edged., En1ooth and well 
p:,-essed. 

32. cnlJ ars fullo•., •,he n:1t1,ral necklL1e of the 
3a1·ri1t."!J.li:. Hi. J.;i tJl' ,. e;~.!JJ.::iI!g or pulling., 

33. Collars ,weuratc: 1 y and symmetrically curved 
or J?OJ..n::ed. .. 

Attachment of Sleeves 

:~4. f;lee\re snitable f,;;• fabric type and fig,.,_re 
type. 
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35. sleeves set-in appropriately. 

36. smooth rounded cap with no pleats or 
gathers unless they are fashion features. 

37. Good arm hole line resulting from straight 
even stitching and well marked seam lines. 

38. Cross wise grain parallel to the floo~ 
length-wise grain perpendicular to the floor 
and no diago~al wrinkles. 

39. sea.~ finish appropriate for the fabric. 

Waistline Finishes 

Ito. Darts and seams on bodice and skirt are 
perfectly aligned. 

41. Waist band even in width except for 
fashion features. 

42. Waist band interfaced to keep firm and 
retain shape. 

43, rut on true €rain (length-wise grain). 

44. f'lat and smooth •1i th no bulges or rippl6s. 

Atta~ni; of~eniHgs 

(Butt0ns and b-.1tton boles, ~ippers) 

45, But to:: bole~ accu:-cttely and evenly spaced 
o:n the e,ttl'msnt: o 

46. Butter, holes adequately reinforced to 
retain shc>:f)e. 

47. Button holes pod ti.oned to prevent gapping 
and top a:,ci lower edges of garment evenly 
c:.lig.r1~J. ~ 
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00

J·:-'• 1-5-+-'': . .:.i-1---3-1--2-1-1-f 

Button colour blends and suitable\ :for fabric. , !'} 48. 
\''\ / j \ :r., I 

Button hole sized correctly for buttci~';l;--~ ,/' 
·-- - ~·.,. ~·~ 

50. Buttons securely sewn without loose threads. 

51• Zipper plackets flat, smooth and inconspi
cuous except where cecorative. 

52. Zipper teeth and pull tab concealed beneath 
fabric flap. 

53. stitching straight and even for the entire 
length of placket. 

54. No noticeable gap between the end of the 
zipper and the edge of the garment. 

55. Size of hook and eye suitable for garment. 

56. Hook and eye securely sewn and well 
concealed. 

Hems 

.57. Inconspicuous on the right side of the 
,:;a:,:,ment ur,less foa· d&sign and decorative 
purposes. 

58. Unifor1•· ii; ... idth anc\ p.'l.t'allel co the floor. 

59. Flat, smcoti1 a.Itc. nc t.rac.:e · of bulkiness, 

60. Nidth "fpror,•i.,'l.te "co the cut, fabric and 
sty 1 e c .f e;arrne.i.1 to 

6"!.- Hem stitched inconspicuously, evenly and 
securely. 
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Over-all Fitting 

62. General appearance of the garment·. 

63. suitability of fabric for style. 

64. Grain well manipulated, i.e grain line/ 
direction followed. 

65. Adequate ease and balance. 

66. No unbecoming folds. 

67. Well pressed professional appearance. 

68. General workmanship. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. would you recommend this manual to other students? 

Yes 17 NO 17 

78 

2. Do you feel you could have sewn well using the manual al·one 
withont a teacher present? 

/lO l7 

3. Did you c:~perience ar.y difficulty in using the manual? 

Yes/ 7 No/~ 

4. If yes, Gxplain: --- -··--------
5c \1/ha:t '.:hane.es o:~ irup~·ove~onts would you like to see in the 

self-eva.J·uatir:,n mar..t:.el if you were going to use it again? 

6.. Atlditionrl r.om•uents: 

-----------·-·-----------------
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